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Introduction 

Wound healing is a complex processes that involve series of 
events. During the past 20 years there have been numerous reports 
indicating the effect of Low Level Laser Therapy (LLLT) in the facili-
tation of the wound healing. Laser therapy stimulates the production 
of fibroblasts, the building blocks needed to create collagen which 
replace old or repair damaged tissue [1,2]. Furthermore LLLT in-
creases the formation of new capillaries within the damaged tis-
sues, this mean more blood supply to the injury site [3]. The effect 
of low energy laser in vitro on cells is dose dependent [4] as well as 
wavelengths [5]. Therefore, employing the correct power density, 
exposure time, are the most important parameters to achieve the 
bio-stimulation effect. In vivo, it's difficult to assess a systemic dose 
and method of irradiation. Therefore a series of studies have been 
carried out evaluating the influence of LLLT in wound healing using 
different laser wavelengths, doses, methods, and frequencies of 
irradiation on animals. A number of studies confirmed the efficiency 
of He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) in accelerating wound healing [6,7]. But 
the efficiency of He-Ne laser in wound healing progressing remains 
un-established suffering a lack of dose standardization. The quanti-
tative dose response may be related to the wound type, size, and 
methods of irradiation. Some workers irradiated the total wound 
length by the laser spot beam of 1-2 mm in diameter, at one point 

above the area of injury [6]. In other studies the laser beam spot 
increased to cover the total wound length [8,9]. But Hussein, et al 
[10] irradiated the total wound incision length spot by spot. Other 
reason cause dose- response controversy may be arise from the 
frequencies of irradiation. Many workers irradiated the wound inci-
sion daily [6,11], while others irradiated every other day [12,13]. But 
Yasukan, et al [13] exposed wound incision to He-Ne laser beam at 
the 1 day only, or at 3day only, or at 5 day only post operation. 
Generally, in all these methods of irradiation, He-Ne laser enhance 

wound healing. 

The aim of this study is to evaluate the effect of He-Ne laser irradia-
tion on wound healing on rats, using constant energy (dose), with 

different methods and frequencies of irradiation. 

Materials and Methods 

Eighty eight adult rat male, age (2-3) months, and weight approxi-
mately (250-500 g), were used in this study. The rats were random-
ly divided into (4) groups. Eight animals, non-irradiated, regarded as 
a control group. The other (80) animals were exposed to laser irra-
diation. The site of incision area in anesthetized animal was shaved 
and disinfected. A deep wound of length 1 cm were made on one 
side of dorsal in each animal. The wounds were left without dress-
ing. The animals were kept in cleaned mesh cage to prevent any 
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contamination. 

He-Ne laser Irradiation 

A continuous He-Ne laser (JGQ-250, china) of wavelength 632.8 
nm was employed. Its output power is 0.85 mW, and a beam spot 
of 4 mm in diameter. Irradiation was done at the second day follow-
ing surgery by: 

First Method: The wound incision was exposed to the laser beam 
spot of 4 mm in diameter. The irradiation was done at the middle of 
the wound length of 1cm for 3 minutes. This produces an energy of 
(0.153) Joule, and Energy per unit area = 0.153/0.125 = 1.224 J/
cm2. 

Second Method: The wound was exposed to He- Ne laser cover-
ing the whole wound length, by increasing the laser beam diameter 
to 1cm using a converging lens, to perform a uniform irradiation on 
the whole wound length. The final effective power at the rat skin 
surface (wound) was 0.7 mW, measured by laser power meter, 
(FAMWA) model modikem LP1. Japan. In this method of irradiation, 

the exposure time was increased to 3.7 min, in order to deliver ex-
actly the same amount of energy to the wound (0.153 J) as in the 
first method of irradiation. Even though the final energy density 
performed on the wound in this procedure is 0.2 J/cm2, which is 
lower than the energy density in the first method of irradiation. The 
80 animals were irradiated at the first post-operative day with 3 
different irradiation frequencies and by the two methods of laser 
irradiation. The first day is the 24 hour following surgery.  

Group-1: Consist thirty two animals subdivided into two equal 
groups. The first sixteen animals were irradiated by laser spot (first 
method), and the other sixteen irradiated by the second irradiation 
method. All animals in this group were irradiated early only at the 
first day following surgery. The wound skin specimen for histopatho-
logical examination was taken at (1, 3, 5, 7) post- operative days, in 
groups of three each. The specimen at the first day was taken 8 
hours after irradiation. The specimens was kept in neutral formalin 
for the histopathological examination. Then skin gap was stitched 
by nylon sutures. 

Group-2: Consist 24 animals, twelve of them were irradiated by 
laser spot, and the other by the expand laser beam daily. The 
wound specimen was taken at the (1, 3, 5, 7) post- operative days. 

Group-3: Animals in this group were irradiated every other day 
(1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th day). This group consists (24) animals subdi-
vided in two equal groups. Each sub group irradiated by He-Ne 
Laser using one of the mentioned methods. Then the wound skin 
specimen was taken on the 1, 3, 5, 7 post-operative days. 

The histopathological examination was performed to evaluate the 
amount of inflammatory cells, the microscopic characteristics ap-
pearance of Fibroblast, Granulation tissue, and Epithelial cells for 
each specimen. 

Results 

All the histological results were summarized in [Fig-1]. The histolog-
ical examination and the experimental observation results indicated 
that the low energy photons from He-Ne laser facilitate wound heal-
ing. But the results were different when comparing the group's treat-
ed with different methods and frequencies of irradiation. A positive 

reaction was found from the first day of irradiation in comparable 
with control. The results revealed maximum inflammatory cells infil-
tration in the control group, and a moderate in the treated groups. 

Furthermore the presence of fibroblast and epithilization on group 
treated by laser with lens was appeared earlier than the group treat-
ed by laser spot [Fig-1]. 

On the third day, the marks of wound healing was very slow on the 
control group in comparable with treated groups, specially the 
wounds irradiated every other day. The histological changes indi-
cated better healing in the groups treated by laser with lens than 

laser spot. 

On the five and seven days post operation the results demonstrated 
faster epithelization and complete wound healing with restoration of 
the epidermis that mimic the normal condition, in group treated by 
laser+ lens irradiated every other day, in comparable with the 

groups exposed to laser spot, and control. 

Fig. 1- Irradiated and non- irradiated(control) deep wound healing 
histological results at the 1,3,5,7 day post-operative, employing the 
two irradiated methods (laser spot and laser + lens) for: A- every 
other day irradiation, B- daily irradiation, C- irradiation at the first 
post -operative day only. Histological parameters: inflammation 

(Blue), fibroblast (Red), granulation (Green), & epithilization (Voilet). 

Discussion 

of irradiation which covering all wound 
length and distributed on both side. Therefor it may enhance better 
blood supply through wound sides. Generally, many studies indicat-
ed that, wounds irradiated by laser showed a reduction inflammato-
ry reaction, started at the first post-operative day with a mild ap-
pearance of fibroblasts compared with control [14-16]. Many work-
ers reported that laser irradiation inhibits inflammatory cells and 
cytokines liberation [17,18]. Kami [3] postulated that this anti-
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inflammatory effect of laser may up regulate angiogenesis around 
the wound causing an increase in blood flow, and thus promoter 
wound healing. Furthermore, the early appearance of fibroblasts 
may be one of the most important factors effecting wound healing. 
Since its play a crucial role in healing of epithelization and 

. 

 probability of laser irradiation inducing 
fibroblast proliferation through healing mechanism, and Yaskawa, et 
al [13] suggested the stimulating of collagen synthesis. It is well 
known that the low energy laser at wavelength of 632.8 nm can 
modulate the cell proliferation and release growth factors from fibro-
blasts [20,21]. Laser had been shown to enhance the degranulation 
of mast cells that results in histamine production, which tend to 
accelerate the inflammatory cascade. As the inflammatory process 
progresses more rapidly, the proliferative phase of healing begins 

earlier, subsequently enhancing the wound healing process [9].  

This results may be due the bio-
inhibition mechanism which occurs when the doses exceeding the 
stimulatory range in cells. The inhibition with higher dose is possibly 
produced of dry harder scar [22]. In this study, scar formation, ap-
peared at the seven days post operation, in group treated by laser 
spot irradiated daily. This may be due to the rising in fibroblast and 
granulation tissue more than normal. Hallman, et al [23] revealed 
that, the excessive cumulative effects of daily exposure for several 
days irradiation may reversed any initial beneficial effects of laser. 
Mcguff, et al [24] reported that, higher dose leading to direct thermal 

destruction of tissues. 

Conclusions 

 The study demonstrated that, the He-Ne laser was effective in 
open wounds healing which showed better restoration and fast-

er repair compared to the control group wounds. 

 Deep wounds irradiated by laser every other day with a lens 

show better results than the daily and one day irradiation.  

 The correct energy with an appropriate method, and frequency 
of irradiation are important parameters to achieve the bio-
stimulation effect in wound healing. He-Ne laser cause acute 
inflammation, and more rapid fibroblast proliferation, these fac-

tors may enhance earlier wound healing. 
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